<Sunnyside Lift Station >
Stakeholder Report Back: What we Heard
<April 13, 2016>

Project overview
<A short overview of the project and the planned outcome>
The Sunnyside sanitary lift station is located at 723 3st NW, across the street from the Calgary Curling Club.
The new lift station will be constructed in the same location as the current building – sanitary service will continue for
the neighborhood throughout the construction of the new station.
With the 2013 flood, sensitive equipment in the current lift station was badly damaged and required
replacement. A study was undertaken in 2014 to assess the needs of the area and in 2015 preliminary design on the
new lift station began. The preliminary design is nearing completion and we would like to get community input on
the final design. Please see the FAQs for more information on the location, size, height and other items associated
with this sanitary lift station.

Engagement overview
<A short overview of the engagement activities that this report back covers>
Stakeholders were engaged via online questionnaire that was available to them From April 1st to April 10th,
2016.
Stakeholders were asked to provide input on three choices of exterior (color and material) for the Lift
Station, the stakeholders are not given the option of choosing which option they want but to comment as to what do
they “like” and “do not like” about the options presented. Also, stakeholders were be asked about three fences
available, they were be asked what they like and what they do not like about the fence options.
The options presented were not meant to be interchangeable, meaning it is not possible to combine options,
station aspects, from option one and option two etc.
The project team will use input to make a decision on the exterior of the building and and fence that
surrounds the building.

What we asked
The following are the material options and fence options with questions that were shown and asked from our
stakeholders.
Material Options:
Wood: the unpainted wood slats bring some warmth to the building, contrasting with the grey sides and roof to
give the structure a modern yet inviting look. This option features a blue perforated metal stairwell.
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•
•

What do you like about this option?
What do you not like about this option?

Shingles: The shingles bring a clean and modern look, with a bright feeling complemented by white sides and roof
and a contrasting orange perforated metal staircase.
•
•

What do you like about this option?
What do you not like about this option?

Backlit perforated metal: Features perforated metal with backlit designs, complementing the natural vegetation in
the area while providing some contrast. The silver metal is complemented by dark grey sides & roof with an
orange perforated metal staircase.
•
•

What do you like about this option?
What do you not like about this option?

Fence Options:
Chain link: A woven fence made from black steel wire with the characteristic diamond pattern seen in this type of
fence.
•
•

What do you like about this option?
What do you not like about this option?

This fence features sheets of perforated silver metal, less see-through that the other options with small round
holes in the sheets of metal.
•
•

What do you like about this option?
What do you not like about this option?

Omega: This black wire fence features a rectangular pattern with reinforcing v-bends for strength and style.
•
•

What do you like about this option?
What do you not like about this option?

What is your postal code?
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What we heard
For a detailed summary of the input that was provided, please see the Summary of Input section.
For a verbatim listing of all the input that was provided, please see the Verbatim Responses section.

Next steps
Who will see the input and what will they do with it?
o

The project manager saw the feedback and used it to help make a final decision on the choice for
external materials and fence for final design of the sanitary lift station.

Will more input be solicited?
o

No, the decision has been made as preferences were relatively clear based on community feedback.

Was a decision made?
o

Yes, we will be constructing a sanitary lift station with the wood exterior and the Omega style fence.

When will you communicate with stakeholders next?
o

We will communicate with people at the Flood open house on May 3, 2016 at Foothills Academy
(745 37 Street N.W.). Handouts will be given to attendees with the decision on final materials, and
those handouts will direct people to Calgary.ca/engage to see more details about the engagement
process and why we decided on the materials we did.

o

We will include the final decision on materials used the day after the open house (May 4) on
Calgary.ca page for the sanitary lift station. Again, people will be directed to the engage website to
see feedback and how it was used to make final decisions.
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Summary of Input
Material Options:
Wood: the unpainted wood slats bring some warmth to the building, contrasting with the grey sides and roof to
give the structure a modern yet inviting look. This option features a blue perforated metal stairwell.
What do you like about this option?
•
•
•
•
•

Warm feeling/looks good
Blends/compliments the community
Natural material
Modern/minimalist
Contemporary

What do you not like about this option?
•
•
•
•
•

Not fit neighbourhood ( Sunnyside)
Material(wood) wont last/maintenance issues
Not unique/bland
Nothing
Staircase color

Shingles: The shingles bring a clean and modern look, with a bright feeling complemented by white sides and roof
and a contrasting orange perforated metal staircase.
What do you like about this option?
•
•
•
•

Unique look/colorful
Orange staircase
Shingles/shape
Nothing/not much

What do you not like about this option?
•
•
•

Dated look
Shingle patters/multicolored pattern
Material choice
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•
•

Orange staircase
Busy/distracting

Backlit perforated metal: Features perforated metal with backlit designs, complementing the natural vegetation in
the area while providing some contrast. The silver metal is complemented by dark grey sides & roof with an
orange perforated metal staircase.
What do you like about this option?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exterior design/color/backlit design
Durable& maintenance free
Timeless/modern/appropriate
Neat concept/engaging design/imaginative
Tree pattern
Nothing/not much

What do you not like about this option?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plain look/not warm
Perforated material
Too modern/flashy/cold/industrial/
Orange staircase (color)
Light/backlight
Does not fit neighbourhood

Fence Options:
Chain link: A woven fence made from black steel wire with the characteristic diamond pattern seen in this type of
fence.
•
•
•
•
•
•

What do you like about this option?
Cheap and effective/low maintenance & visual impact/long lasting
Suitable for neighbourhood/the norm/classic material
Least obtrusive/visibility (through)
Color
Nothing
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What do you not like about this option?
•
•
•
•

Appearance/bland
Cheap option/traditional look
Plain and ordinary
Industrial look

This fence features sheets of perforated silver metal, less see-through that the other options with small round
holes in the sheets of metal.
What do you like about this option?
•
•

Unique/aesthetically pleasing/visually attractive
Modern look/appearance

What do you not like about this option?
•
•
•
•
•

Block the design ( building)
Design stands out/attract graffiti
Industrial feel/institutional feel
Wall effect/not friendly
Expense/price associated

Omega: This black wire fence features a rectangular pattern with reinforcing v-bends for strength and style.
What do you like about this option?
•
•
•
•

Allows for sight line/open see-through
Clean lines/simple style/attractive/unique
Functional/security
Not much/nothing

What do you not like about this option?
•
•
•

Institutional feel/prison
Industrial feel
nothing
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Verbatim Comments
MATERIAL OPTIONS:
Option one:
Wood: The unpainted wood slats bring some warmth to the building, contrasting with the grey sides and roof to
give the structure a modern yet inviting look. This option features a blue perforated metal stairwell.
Submitted
Date

4/10/2016
21:44
4/10/2016
11:44
4/10/2016
8:26
4/10/2016
7:52
4/9/2016
21:45

4/9/2016
11:27
4/9/2016
11:22
4/9/2016 9:29

4/9/2016 8:42
4/7/2016

What do you like about this option?
The wood looks warm, and the blue
staircase is awesome!
I feel that the wood slats will fit in well
with Sunnyside, and give a warm feeling
to the building. I also like the blue
colour of the stairwell.
Warm feeling fits well with community
character. This is our vote.
The wood would compliment the old
and new of Sunnyside. Whereas the
other option do not seem to reflect the
unique heritage of Sunnyside.
Preferred option. It seems to blend into
the environment and has not as
industrial looking as the other options.
It also has cleaner more contemporary
lines than other options.
I really like the warmth of the wood but
I think that the metal one might be a
better choice because . . .
Low profile, timeless, simple, durable,
neutral
I think it would look the most like a
house, and would blend in nicely with
the neighbourhood. The design is clean
and modern, without looking industrial.
The wood paneling makes it fit into the
area
The natural material that will age nicely.

What do you not like about this option?
Not as unique as the other two options.
There is nothing I dislike about this
option.
Nothing, we like it. Maybe it'll start
looking older faster than other options?

Nothing

I think that the durability

I don't see any downsides.

N/A
Nothing its great!
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13:41
4/7/2016
13:24
4/7/2016 8:06
4/6/2016
23:43
4/6/2016
10:14
4/5/2016
20:49

4/5/2016
19:48
4/5/2016
19:43
4/5/2016
15:18
4/5/2016
13:35
4/5/2016
13:35
4/5/2016
13:33
4/5/2016
13:32
4/5/2016
12:33
4/5/2016
10:28
4/5/2016 9:29
4/5/2016 9:01
4/5/2016 8:19

the natural look of wood
please stop wasting my tax dollars

it's a bit bland but this would be my
preferred option
please stop wasting my tax dollars. build
the cheapest shed.
Not sure how well it fits in with the
surrounding buildings/houses &
neighbourhood.
its nice but it could be more "sunnyside"

The warmth of the wood, the blue
staircase - some contrast, but not too
distracting & overall pleasant look.
wood works well with the surrounding
bluff
The wood has a warm inviting feel and
will hopefully blend into the
neighbourhood with same feel as some
of the newer contemporary style houses
going up here.
Love the Blue perforated metal case!
The wood. I think it will either look
plastic or need matinence. I do not like
it.
It's modern and minimalist - looks great Nothing
Probably least intrusive.

Not impressed with design in general.

The warmth of the wood, good contrast
with metal
I prefer this option over the others - I
like the wood
Don't like it. Will result in more maint
over time

I like this option

It looks warm and modern

Wood will eventually become worn and
old looking. will need more
maintenance over time.

Most natural

The wood will need repeated re-staining

Simple. I like the use of color in the
staircase
Modern shape, wood is natural/earthy
to match well with the bluff. Blue, grey
and wood nice colour combination.

The unpainted wood will weather
quickly
Wood may weather poorly over time.

Blending in to the sroundings

I don't like this option because of the
way that wood weathers over the years
and doesn't look as good eventually.
May not last long?
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4/4/2016
21:58

The vertical wood looks nice.
Doors/vents appear well concealed.

4/4/2016
21:39

The wood will blend better with the
neighbourhood. This is already a much
bigger building than before.
Natural materials. Neutral colours.

4/4/2016
21:21
4/4/2016
20:38
4/4/2016
19:53
4/4/2016
19:44
4/4/2016
19:23
4/4/2016
18:33
4/4/2016
16:30

4/4/2016 9:52

Not sure how the wood will actually
look in real life (doubt it will look as
warm and even as the rendering), not
sure how good it will look with age.
The building is a bit square. Close
architecture to the house next door, but
not very Sunnyside.

warmth, natural, modern
The wood is a contemporary and
timeless look.
The wood exterior looks good, helps to
blend it in with the mixted-character
neighboring buildings.
Easily the most attractive.
I prefer this option.
Nothing. Sorry.

I like the look of wood -- warm

Option two:

If wood not treated properly it could
age poorly.
Looks pretty industrial. Possible to put
windows or something in to make it
look less monolithic and foreboding?
The shade of blue colouring on the
perforated metal staircase.
I am not a fan of these wood slats. I
know they are trendy right now, but
when the trend dies in a few years we
will be stuck with these dated looking
structures all over the city. Bad idea.
I don't think it fits with the buildings on
either side -- unfortunately.

Shingles: The shingles bring a clean and modern look, with a bright feeling complemented by white sides and roof
and a contrasting orange perforated metal staircase.
Submitted
Date

4/10/2016
21:44
4/10/2016
11:46

What do you like about this option?
Very unique, just like Sunnyside!

What do you not like about this option?
Would look dated within a few years.

I like the orange metal staircase.

I find the pattern of the shingles to be
really unsightly. I don't like the mix of
colours at all. I don't think this will fit in
with Sunnyside.
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4/10/2016
8:26
4/10/2016
7:55
4/9/2016
21:44
4/9/2016
11:31
4/9/2016
11:22
4/9/2016 9:32

4/9/2016 8:44
4/7/2016
13:41
4/7/2016
13:25
4/7/2016 8:07
4/6/2016
23:43

Second choice option
not much

I don't really understand the shingle
colour...are they actually greys and
peach-burgundy shades? Don't like the
white sides, too bright.

Nothing
Nothing.
it is colourful
please stop wasting mt tax dollars. build
the cheapest shed.
Unique look. The bright look of the
white roof & sides.

4/6/2016
10:15
4/5/2016
20:49

colourful, very sunnyside-esk!

4/5/2016
19:49

Love the shingles, would be nice if they
were real bright colors, a white roof
makes sence to reflect heat.
I don't like it

4/5/2016
19:43
4/5/2016
15:18
4/5/2016
13:36

not crazy about the multicoloured
shingles look.
Orange staircase seems to be a bit
extreme and would not blend with the
community.
It appears to look a bit busier and might
look a lot
don't like the colours
Higher visibility, likely to "date" more
quickly than other ootione
I think the shingles look a bit mottled,
not in a pleasing way, according to the
online rendering. How would you
maintain the colour over the years? Is
the burgundy really burgundy (looks like
it on my monitor.) Red is notorious for
fading in sunlight.
Very gaudy
It will look dirty as it ages. Not a great
material choice.
too garish
why are there no prices listed for these?
build the cheapest one.
Uncertain about the shingles, the
overall colouring & think it might be too
modern for the neighbourhood. This is
my least favourite option.
nothing, i think its great
I'm not sure how well this option will
weather and don't feel that it will blend
in very well
Would prefer blue perforated metal
It's way too 'busy' and distracting doesn't look good
Least attractive of the three.
Design is too busy, colours are
institutional
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4/5/2016
13:35
4/5/2016
13:33
4/5/2016
13:33
4/5/2016
12:33
4/5/2016
10:29
4/5/2016 9:28
4/4/2016
21:57
4/4/2016
21:21
4/4/2016
20:38
4/4/2016
19:54
4/4/2016
19:45
4/4/2016
19:24
4/4/2016
16:31
4/4/2016 9:52

not keen in this one
nothing

the look of it
white sides and orange staircase
Odd colours

The design is unique and interesting.
Good use of color
Shingles are unique and should weather
well.
The diamond shapes of the shingles

Like the bright colour of the staircase.
Not much

Does orange match with pastels
visualized?
Don't like the colours of the shingles.
Don't like that there appears to be an
extra vent visible on the 2nd level (as
compared to the wood / metal options)
Too bright. Doesn't complement the
neighbourhood.
lovely urban camo motif... awful.
A lot hinges on shingle design picked,
rendering may not show final product
well.
Hodge-podge colour scheme is really
unattractive. Not suitable for a public
building in a residential area.
Not attractive at all.

I like the orange staircase. This would be There is something weird and busy
a bright and funky looking structure.
about the shingles. It could be cool, but
then again, it could also be a disaster.
Not much
This will not fit well with any of the
building around.
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Option three:
Backlit perforated metal: Features perforated metal with backlit designs, complementing the natural vegetation in
the area while providing some contrast. The silver metal is complemented by dark grey sides & roof with an
orange perforated metal staircase.
Submitted
Date

4/10/2016
21:44
4/10/2016
11:47

What do you like about this option?
Tree pattern
I like the dark gray of the sides and roof,
and the orange staircase.

4/10/2016
8:26
4/10/2016
7:56

cool design

4/9/2016
11:29

I like this one but am having a hard time
visualizing it--the metal does not show
well on computer screen; it's probably
durable and maintenance free
Low visibility, modern but still relatively
timeless, simple
Cool idea if it were a stand-alone
building. According to the picture, it's
right next to a house. This would be a
better option if it had more space
around it, and could be seen by more
people.
Nothing
Neat concept, but not best materials.

4/9/2016
11:23
4/9/2016 9:35

4/9/2016 8:45
4/7/2016
13:41
4/7/2016
13:26
4/7/2016 8:08

What do you not like about this option?
Having lights running all the time, not as
warm as the other designs.
I don't like the perforated metal, it looks
strange, and I don't think it will fit in
with Sunnyside. I do prefer it over the
shingles, though.
not sure it fits Sunnyside
Too modern and flashy. Not
representative of the diverse heritage of
Sunnyside. The dark sides mixed with
the metal would look daunting and
institutional.
Orange staircase? huh?

Orange stairs
Doesn't seem like a good choice for the
middle of a residential block. Backlit
designs could be annoying to direct
neighbours. Metal face could reflect sun
badly.
Very cold modern look
Will not age well, will look tacky.

not much

too industrial

waste of tax payer money. build the
cheapest shed stop trying to make it
into "art"

I don't like that it looks like its a waste
of my tax dollars. build a cheap shed.
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4/6/2016
23:43

4/6/2016
11:36
4/6/2016
10:15
4/5/2016
20:49
4/5/2016
19:50
4/5/2016
19:43
4/5/2016
15:18
4/5/2016
13:36
4/5/2016
13:35
4/5/2016
13:33
4/5/2016
13:33
4/5/2016
12:33
4/5/2016
10:30
4/5/2016 9:28
4/5/2016 9:02
4/4/2016
21:57
4/4/2016
20:40

This is my favourite of the three - it's
interesting without too much contrast &
the backlit designs look lovely and
complement the neighbourhood.
Engaging design.
Looks appropriate for the type of
building, separates it from the look of a
house
blends in such that it isn't really noticed

It's the best one! Modern and
interesting - will blend in and stand out
at the same time!
Imaginative.

plain (sunnyside is vibrant, so it stand to
reason that if you can be vibrant, be
vibrant!)
This one is just too cold and business
like for the neighbourhood
Would prefer blue perforated metal,
feel the rest is too black and white.
Nothing
Don't think it fits with neighbourhood
ambience.
Too stark for the surroundings
or this one

Modern look and pleasing to the eye

worried about light reflection. Not as
interesting as the others
Like it all
will reflect too much

Backlit design
Perforated metal is very unique! Really
like the backlit design!
This is my favourite option both
because of the durability of metal and
because of the way it looks.
Tree design on the metal is nice.
Doors/vents appear well concealed.

Nothing, great option!

A bit cold/industrial looking.
prison or power station
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4/4/2016
19:55
4/4/2016
19:46
4/4/2016
19:25
4/4/2016
17:42
4/4/2016
16:32

4/4/2016 9:53

The perforated metal and its design
could look stunning, much like the
Parkades featuring the same material at
SAIT.
Backlighting should create a nice, airy
feel.
A decent second to the Wood option, in
terms of appearance.

Design on the perforation is key, needs
to be subtle yet effective.

This is by far my favourite design! I like
everything about it - the orange
staircase, the dark grey sides and roof,
and especially the metal walls. This
would be a very eye-catching and
interesting looking structure. Exciting!
This looks like it will fit best with the
surrounding buildings

Not a thing. When I scrolled down and
saw this one I thought: "Ah, yes!"

Not much, this is my preferred choice.
Orange is an odd colour for the
staircase.
too shiny

I think the light grey may look awful
when it gets dirty from the automobile
traffic nearby.

FENCE OPTIONS:
Chain link: A woven fence made from black steel wire with the characteristic diamond pattern seen in this type of
fence.
Submitted
Date
4/10/2016
21:44
4/10/2016
11:49
4/10/2016
8:26
4/10/2016
7:58
4/9/2016
11:29
4/9/2016
11:24

What do you like about this option?
Cheap & effective

What do you not like about this option?
Not very exciting too look at

I think this type of fencing is normal and
suitable for the neighbourhood.

With its low upkeep, I think this is an
excellent fence. I don't seen any
problems with it.
straight up old school fence

straight up old school fence

Boring and cheap-looking.
colour

boring and traditional

Basic, low maintenance, low visual
impact
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4/9/2016 9:36
4/9/2016 8:48
4/7/2016
13:41
4/7/2016
13:27
4/6/2016
10:15
4/5/2016
20:51
4/5/2016
19:44
4/5/2016
15:18
4/5/2016
13:36
4/5/2016
13:34
4/5/2016
13:33
4/5/2016
10:37
4/5/2016
10:30
4/5/2016 9:04
4/4/2016
21:57
4/4/2016
21:22
4/4/2016
20:40
4/4/2016
19:56
4/4/2016
19:43
4/4/2016
19:26
4/4/2016
16:32

Cheap.
the norm
It is a classic material choice.

Boring.

it's the least obtrusive design

very ordinary

it would allow people to see the station
especially if its vibrant and colourful
This is my preferred option, it's the least
intrusive and easy to see what's on the
other side

plain

OK.

Not very imaginative.

It's overdone.

It's ugly

Bland, common
openness

typical-ness

nothing

too low rent looking / ugly

Most likely cost effective. Can see
through to the unique building.
Simple. Cheap

Boring

my preference for a fence would be the
option that is the most cost effective to
perform it's function. thanks.
Unobtrusive, appears to be lower than
the other 2 options.

Looks low-budget. If there will be a lot
of equipment/junk stored behind the
fence, it will be very visible.
Too industrial.
school ground

Simple, allows good visibility on both
sides.
Nothing

Typical fencing seen everywhere.
Looks cheap

Simple design and appearance.

Looks cheap.

It would keep the pit-bulls out!

It's very basic and cheap looking.
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4/4/2016 9:55

Usually these fences last a long time.

It's pretty ugly.

This fence features sheets of perforated silver metal, less see-through that the other options with small round
holes in the sheets of metal.
Submitted
Date

4/10/2016
21:45
4/10/2016
11:50
4/10/2016
8:26
4/10/2016
7:57
4/9/2016
21:47
4/9/2016
11:29
4/9/2016
11:24
4/9/2016 9:37

4/9/2016 8:48
4/7/2016
13:41
4/7/2016
13:27
4/7/2016 8:10
4/6/2016
10:16

What do you like about this option?
Unique

What do you not like about this option?
Would block more of the interesting
design of the new lift station than the
others
This is an aesthetically pleasing fence,
This fencing is less "friendly-looking"
and a kind not seen before in Sunnyside. than regular chain link, and would stand
I would make this my second choice.
out in Sunnyside. Might attract graffiti?
Will probably be covered in graffiti for
most of its life.
Seems to be a bit heavy duty for the job.
Very institutional and not cohesive with
the community!
Clean lines. Preferred option
COLOUR

opacity: why bother creating a spiffy
building (lift station) if it can't be seen
Imposing, industrial feel

Visually attractive.

Invitation for graffiti. As the person
responsible for the message board
about a block away, I can tell you there
are taggers in this area.

sleek looking
It seems safer.

Might be too much of a "wall" visually.

nothing

looks very forbidding

I don't like the fact that it looks like it
would cost 8 times what a normal fence
would.
nice fence to look at

why are there no price estimates for
these fences?
if the shingles are chosen for example, it
would hide it and cost more to see less
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4/5/2016
20:50
4/5/2016
19:51
4/5/2016
19:44
4/5/2016
15:18
4/5/2016
13:37
4/5/2016
13:34
4/5/2016
13:33
4/5/2016
12:34
4/5/2016
10:38
4/5/2016
10:31
4/5/2016 9:05

Love this option!

4/4/2016
21:57

Might do the best job of hiding ugly
equipment kept inside. OK if it's set
back far from the sidewalk.
Nice. Matches the perforated stairs.

4/4/2016
21:22
4/4/2016
20:40
4/4/2016
19:57
4/4/2016
19:47
4/4/2016
19:26
4/4/2016
18:34

These is my least favourite option
because of how solid it is - in effect, it
will feel like a wall
It's too much!
Doesn't let light through.

Clean looking, striking, good combo
with wood version of building
modern looking

not as see-through -- worry about safety

Modern look and pleasing to the eye.

Like it all

screening
Unique.

Most likely more expensive.

Simple clean design

More expensive?
i like the more open, see-through
options
Looks somewhat cold/industrial. Would
seem unfriendly if it was very close to
the public sidewalk.

cool, modern
Very modern, would attract attention.
It's not chain link. Looks nice, relatively
sophisticated, not too industrial.
Suitable for residential area.
May be a more modern appearance.

If perforations don't allow much
visibility you could block the view of the
new building.
Not sure of heigt of fence but if it is over
5.5 feet, could be somewhat
foreboding.
Tough to tell the details based on the
small size of the picture.
This is my least preferred option. I like
the openness of the first and third
options.
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I like its modern/industrial look. I think
it would look good in a sleek restaurant.

4/4/2016 9:55

It obscures more of the building

I don't think this fence would stand the
test of time. I could see it covered in
"tags" or graffiti, with gum and other
gunk along the bottom ridge.
Not much. It seems OK.

Omega: This black wire fence features a rectangular pattern with reinforcing v-bends for strength and style.
Submitted
Date
4/10/2016
21:46
4/10/2016
11:51
4/10/2016
8:27
4/10/2016
7:58
4/9/2016
11:31
4/9/2016
11:25
4/9/2016 9:43

4/9/2016 8:46
4/7/2016
13:41
4/7/2016
13:28
4/7/2016 8:12

What do you like about this option?
Looks nicer than the chain link fence,
still allows a sight line to the new lift
station
I like the clean lines of this fence, but I
prefer the regular chain link above the
other choices.
A bit of a designed look to it, still very
simple.
Nice style. Simple yet not a typical chain
link. A bit more classy look.
I like its shapes but wonder about its
matching my choice of building: the
metal one. Maybe the metal fence
would match better

What do you not like about this option?

This is a little more interesting than
plain chain link.

Open see-though approack

It's fine, if a bit boring. I like the chain
link downtown that looks like lace. (Just
south of the Bow building on Centre St, I
think)
Prison looking
Nothing!

not much

too industrial

it looks like it would be less of a waste
of my tax dollars then the other more
expensive looking fence

I don't have a clue what it costs because
you have not given prices.

Looks institutional.

nothing

Looks institutional, imposing
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4/6/2016
23:48
4/6/2016
11:35
4/6/2016
10:17
4/5/2016
20:50
4/5/2016
19:45
4/5/2016
15:18
4/5/2016
13:38
4/5/2016
13:34
4/5/2016
13:33
4/5/2016
10:38
4/5/2016
10:31
4/4/2016
21:57
4/4/2016
21:23
4/4/2016
20:40
4/4/2016
19:58
4/4/2016
19:47
4/4/2016
19:27
4/4/2016
16:34

A nice balance between the other two
options - somewhat translucent,
somewhat opaque & functional without
being too utilitarian.
It is the most attractive.
its a nice alternative to the chain link,
and would allow us to see the exterior
of the lift station

nothing, its a good option
This option feels like a high security
fence and a little jail-like

If there HAS to be a fence, I'd go with
this one.
Lets light through. More attractive than
chain link.
More uncommon version that allows for
visibilty of building
visibility

very security-looking. Not as nice.

nothing

ugly

More unique than diamond.

nothing.
looks like a prison

Least offensive of all the choices.
Somewhat different - not a design you
see everywhere.
Better than chain link option.

If there will be a lot of equipment/junk
stored behind the fence, it will be very
visible.
Might be too tall?
prison

A modern take on the wire fence.

Nothing.

Not much

Too industrial

I think this option is the best. I prefer
the see-through fences, and this one is
much more attractive than the chainlink. It looks like it would be harder to
climb, providing better security.

This looks terrible, and has a prison/jail
appearance to it.
It does sort of look like something you
might see around a prison yard, minus
the barbed-wire at the top!
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I like that one can see through the fence
--gives an open feeling

It looks like a prison fence.

What is your postal code?
Submitted
Date

What is your postal
code?

4/11/2016
7:28
4/10/2016
21:46
4/10/2016
11:51
4/10/2016
8:27
4/10/2016
7:58
4/9/2016
21:47
4/9/2016
11:31
4/9/2016
11:25
4/9/2016 9:44
4/9/2016 8:46
4/7/2016
13:41
4/7/2016
13:28
4/7/2016 8:12
4/6/2016
23:54
4/6/2016
10:17
4/5/2016
20:51
4/5/2016
19:51
4/5/2016
19:45
4/5/2016
15:18

T2N 1R4
T2N0E2
T2N 1P1
t2n4s4
T2N 1V1
T2N 1P8
T2N4P3
T2n3c5
T2N 1R3
T2N 1P1
T2N1P6
T2N 0J4
t3c1v3
T2N 4M1
t2n0y9
T2N 1P8
T2N 1P7
T2N 1P7
t2n1p1
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4/5/2016
13:38
4/5/2016
13:36
4/5/2016
13:34
4/5/2016
13:33
4/5/2016
10:38
4/5/2016
10:31
4/5/2016 9:06
4/4/2016
21:56
4/4/2016
21:23
4/4/2016
20:40
4/4/2016
19:58
4/4/2016
19:47
4/4/2016
19:27
4/4/2016
17:45
4/4/2016
16:34
4/4/2016
10:31
4/4/2016 9:55

T2N 1R6
t2n1r6
T2N 4P3
t2n1r2
t2n4s4
T3M2C3
T2N 0J7
T2N1R1
T2N1R1
t2n 1r4
T2N1P7
T2n 0Y8
T2N 0J4

T2N 0J5
T2N1P6
T2N 0J2
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